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Preface 
The most familiar application of graph theory to electrical engineering, namely, net- 
work synthesis (and analysis), has its origins in the pioneering work of G.R. Kirchoff. 
In 1857, he provided the first representation of an electrical network in terms of 
graph theoretical structures, and then proceeded to develop the important theory of 
“trees” in order to solve the systems of linear equations which arise in these net- 
works. After Kirchoff’s pioneering work, the interplay between electrical engineer- 
ing and graph theory evolved at a fairly slow pace until the beginning of the last 
decade. During the ensuing ten year period, dramatic advances in computer tech- 
nology both resulted from and contributed to this synergism. Researchers working 
in areas such as signal processing and robotics are now just beginning to exploit the 
duality between graphs and matrices-results in matrix theory can be translated into 
results in graph theory and vice versa. 
This special issue contains a sampling of papers that illustrate representative ap- 
plications of graph theory to contemporary problems in electrical engineering. 
These include such diverse topics as VLSI design, frequency assignments of trans- 
mitters in communication networks, network connectivity optimization and net- 
work vulnerability, signal decoding, and multiprocessor design. 
This is not the first special issue of a technical journal to illustrate the interplay 
between graph theory and electrical engineering. The March, 1988 issue of the Pro- 
ceedings of the IEEE in Circuits and Systems was devoted to “Applications of 
Graph Theory in Electrical Engineering.” The Circuits and Systems papers ap- 
parently served their intended purpose, namely, to expose the engineering communi- 
ty to the powerful tools of graph theory as they apply to problems in electrical 
engineering. 
It is hoped that the present collection will do the same, but more importantly, that 
it will also expose mathematicians to the diversity of engineering problems that can 
be solved using graph-theoretic techniques. One need only pick up any engineering 
journal to find a variety of interesting problems that are amenable to the graph- 
theoretic approach. 
Finally, the willingness of the authors and referees of these papers to consider and 
review papers with such diverse applications is a positive indication to me that this 
endeavor will succeed. Many thanks to all involved. 
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